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Since his election as president in 2017, Jae-in Moon, praised by Western media as a 

South Korean “liberal human rights lawyer,” has met with North Korean Supreme Leader 

Kim Jong-un three times in 2018, with a possible fourth meeting in 2019.  His primary 

motivation in seeking very public meetings with Kim is to pave the way for imminent 

Korean unification.  Certainly, a bloodless reunification of Korea would be a 

momentously historical occasion, like the peaceful reunification of Germany in 1990. 

The reunification of the two Koreas could lead to a new geopolitical dynamic in East 

Asia, perhaps reducing the potential for a regional nuclear war. Furthermore, there are 

those, such as previous South Korean president Park Geun-hye and foreign observers, 

who have claimed that a unified Korea would bring a new era of prosperity, an 

“economic bonanza,” to East Asia.1 Kim will likely have a large role in unified Korea—

given the fates of previous supreme leaders such as Nicolae Ceausescu and Muammar 

Gaddafi at the hands of their own people, it is unlikely that Kim will surrender power to 

“the people”.  Even Kim or anyone else’s political domination, few unification advocates 

have addressed the inevitable emergence of intense resentment on both sides—by 

Southerners for being forced to shoulder all of the immense costs related to 

modernization and integration and by Northerners for at-best snail-paced improvements 

in their socioeconomic status. It is highly likely that, rapid, unrestrained “peaceful” 

reunification could unleash the dreaded civil war that has been on hold since the 1953 

truce.  

 

Author Max von Schuler suggests a jarring, potential outcome of Moon’s efforts for rapid 

reunification and parallel anti-Japanese hostility and pro-North indulgence: a Korean 

invasion of Japan. Von Schuler states that in an effort to keep the Korean populace 

together in the aftermath of reunification, the overwhelmingly leftist unified leadership 

will utilize Japan as scapegoat.  Furthermore, von Schuler suggests that Japanese leftists 

will “dutifully” amplify Korean anti-Japanese propaganda, which will, in turn, lead to 

violent clashes between Japanese and Korean residents in Japan. During a projected 

period of domestic unrest in Japan, fueled by an influx of Koreans escaping from the 

turmoil on the Peninsula, the Korean leadership will launch an invasion of Kyushu, in the 

name of “protecting resident Koreans in Japan”.  At various points during the 

hypothetical invasion, von Schuler explains the underlying dynamics of his scenario in 

two ways: for Japanese readers, the likely actions taken by Koreans and Americans based 

on his current assessment on Korean and American politics, and for non-Japanese readers, 

                                                 
1 “South Korea’s economy is slowing. Its leader still wants to spend millions on Pyongyang,” Oct. 3, 2018. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/10/04/south-korea-aims-to-spend-millions-on-north-korea-projects.html. 

“Analysts: hasty unification could spell ‘disaster’ for both Koreas,” Feb. 27, 2019. 

https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2019/02/27/Analysts-Hasty-unification-could-spell-disaster-

for-both-Koreas/7071551262577/ 
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a wide ranging rendition of Japanese history. A particularly valuable lesson for non-

Japanese readers is the history of the so-called “peace” Constitution of Japan, which 

forbids Japan from maintaining “war potential”. In light of events following enactment of 

the US-imposed constitution, one can see that the Constitution is a relic of the post-war 

US Occupation—a loadstone chained to Japanese society for the foreseeable future.  The 

structure of the narration may appear chaotic, like war itself, but when viewed from 

above, individual messages combine to form a clear message: a unified Korea would a 

dream for Koreans, but a nightmare for Japan.   

 

Von Schuler’s trenchant messages to the Japanese on contemporary American politics 

have appeared in his previous books, such as “The Japanese History That Some Want 

Hidden” (Heart Publishers, 2016) and “Second Civil War: Battle for America” (Heart 

Publishers, 2017).  Two years after the US presidential elections, von Schuler reports that 

American intellectuals, comprised mainly of leftist egalitarians, are still denying that 

Donald Trump is the President of the United States. Much to von Schuler’s chagrin, 

while a Republican sits in the White House, leftist intellectuals control sociopolitical 

discourse in America. In keeping with the left’s fervent belief in such tenants as 

“diversity” and “multiculturalism”, von Schuler suggests that the American government 

and military in his scenario will almost entirely be comprised of unqualified and 

underachieving people who were put in office or uniform merely to “reflect society”.  

The current book suggests that this will lead to a blatant disregard of US treaty 

commitments to South Korea and Japan, which in turn will allow extremists to rule over 

unified Korea and invade Japan. 

 

As a former US Marine, von Schuler speaks with experience and authority as he details 

the effects of multiculturalism and “gender equality” on the fighting effectiveness of the 

US military. The current book exposes only a fraction of the damage done by American 

policies that reject qualifications and experience in favor of “equal outcomes” and 

“inclusiveness”.2 To an ordinary, thinking person, requiring physically unfit people, 

                                                 
2 Mitchell, B. (1989). Weak Link: The Feminization of the American Military. Washington, DC: Regnery. 

Mitchell, B. (1997). Women in the Military: Flirting with Disaster. Washington, DC: Regnery.  Other 

attempts at social engineering in the US military for purely sociopolitical reasons abound: Feb. 16, 2012. 

https://www.stripes.com/news/army/soldiers-don-fake-belly-breasts-to-better-understand-pregnant-troops-

exercise-concerns-1.168786. von Schuler mentions the 2017 USS John S. McCain and USS Fitzgerald 

collisions, which resulted in a total of 17 deaths. Perhaps some of the issues von Schuler points out, of 

promotion based on a label rather than qualification, may have had a role in the fatal collisions. As a 

postscript to interested readers: Lt. j.g. Sarah Coppock was the USS Fitzgerald officer on the deck when the 

collision occurred. She received a letter of reprimand and forfeiture of pay. Lt. Natalie Combs, who was on 

duty in the USS Fitzgerald’s Combat Information Center, the ship’s “nerve center,” and Cmdr. Bryce 

Benson were given letters of censure. “Navy drops criminal charges in USS Fitzgerald collision that killed 

7,” April 11, 2019. https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/navy-drops-criminal-charges-uss-fitzgerald-collision-

killed/story?id=62320996. Cmdr. Alfredo J. Sanchez (of San Juan, Puerto Rico) of the USS McCain pled 

guilty to negligence, received a letter of reprimand, forfeited pay and forced retirement from the Navy. 

“Sanchez admitted to not setting the proper watch team… or taking proper action when the bridge crew lost 

control of the ship due to a poor understanding of the helm controls.” His Executive Officer, Cmdr. Jessie L. 

Sanchez (of Bayamon, Pureto Rico) was found guilty of dereliction of duty. Finally, Chief Petty Officer 

Jeffery D. Butler, an African American, pled guilty to dereliction of duty. Chief Butler was responsible for 

use and training of the Integrated Bridge and Navigation System. However, Butler admitted that he “was 

not properly trained on the Integrated Bridge and Navigation System and could have done more to seek 
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either male or female, to bear full combat gear is ludicrous. However, to leftist 

intellectuals, to fix this “inequality”, as von Schuler notes, current physical fitness 

standards are “sexist,” therefore they need to be lowered.3 Given today’s new, politically 

thinking, standards have been rejected, in both military and non-military occupations, and 

the inevitable result on job quality and efficiency should not be difficult to see.   

 

There is much more that von Schuler says concerning America’s current transformation 

into a dungeon of vacuous ideologies based on a false understanding of human nature and 

history. It would benefit all Japanese reading the current book to pause and reflect deeply 

as to whether or not Western notions of “multiculturalism” and “diversity” truly belong 

in their country. Every day, one sees the results of multiculturalism and diversity, in 

European countries, as acts of terrorism, and in America, as violent crime. American 

feminists, of all races, as pointed out by von Schuler, shrilly denounce and even approve 

of the murder of straight, white men.  Perhaps one could ascribe recent acts of mass 

murder by native European and American men as a backlash to the ongoing 

transformation of their own country; while certainly reprehensible, perhaps predictable. 

 

On reading the current book, and in thinking about history, one is reminded that perhaps 

the most unpredictable elements mediating events such as war is the response of people. 

A people will generally rally around charismatic leaders that speak to their souls and 

address their fears. In fact, the election of Donald Trump was a genuine surprise to 

American intellectuals and their Democratic Party as they firmly believed that they knew 

what was best for America—numerous Americans apparently thought otherwise.  Von 

Schuler suggests elements that will influence the outcome of the Korean invasion include 

actions taken by American military forces in Japan that resisted the forces of political 

correctness and the behaviors of the Japanese military, Japanese citizens and Koreans 

refugees who fled the Peninsula.  Von Schuler’s predictions may be overly optimistic. 

For example, while Japanese civilians are seen as rallying to fight against an invasion of 

their homeland, perhaps generations of peace have dulled the Japanese sense of national 

identity—perhaps future Japanese will meekly accede to the annexation of Kyushu to 

Korea.  Perhaps thoroughly inebriated with “guilt”, Japanese will shrug and say that it is 

fair payment for “past wrongs”.  Similarly, von Schuler takes it for granted that the 

Japanese Self Defense Forces will perform well against their opponent, an 

overwhelmingly under-trained conscript army.  Von Schuler even points out that there is 

a current lack of enthusiasm of the current generation for military service.  Finally, while 

it is likely that there will be waves of Korean refugees crossing the Korea Straights 

during and following reunification, will the Japanese government fling open its borders to 

them? Given the social and economic distress that occurred in the wake of the mass 

                                                                                                                                                 
training.”  “USS John S. McCain chief pleads guilty in court-martial, loses rank,” May 24, 2018. 

https://www.stripes.com/uss-john-s-mccain-chief-pleads-guilty-in-court-martial-loses-rank-1.528952.  

Despite the loss of over a dozen Navy personnel, no one has been charged or found directly responsible for 

their deaths. Based on those involved and from reading von Schuler, one can probably understand why.  
3 For a detailed look at the physical difference between male and female recruits and US military physical 

requirements: Gregor, W. J. (2011). Why can’t anything be done? Measuring physical readiness of women 

for military occupations. Paper presented at the 2011 International Biennial Conference of the Inter-

University Seminar on Armed Forces and Society. 
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exodus of Middle Easterners and Africans to Europe in 2015-2016, it will be interesting 

to contemplate the Japanese government’s response to a disaster unfolding next door.   

 

If the sociopolitical circus that currently engulfs the US was confined to the US, then 

outsiders could view America’s shenanigans from a safe distance. However, given the 

interconnectivity of the modern world, American “ideals” has found its want into the 

thinking of Japanese intellectuals, who are demanding that Japan also embrace 

multiculturalism and diversity by opening immigration to inassimilable peoples, 

increasing “equal outcomes” for women and minorities and more “tolerance” for sexual 

deviance. At the same time, there are calls for the dissolution of the traditional family 

unit and rejection of traditional Japanese culture in favor of an alien junk-pop culture. 

Any sober Japanese can see how well Western societies are performing given the current 

ruling Western dogma. While Japan is famous for importing many things Western, is it 

really necessary to import everything that is Western?  


